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Abstract. Nowadays, performance and promptness in the production line are
significantly relevant; solutions are being delivered each quarter lead by the
evolving innovation of technology which is moving at a fast paste. Taking into
consideration concepts from Smarter Cities, Smart Contracts, and Blockchain,
we will include these tools in the daily operations of International Business
Machines’ supply chain to reduce these transaction times radically,
implementing agile practices. Fundamentally using IBM Bluemix®, which is a
fast-growing Platform that provides support for development organizations by
defining various users and roles in the cloud environment. IBM Bluemix®
provides an extensive inventory of runtime and services that enterprises and
developers can use in cloud applications without requiring significant
development effort. We as developers can quickly build applications with a
choice of several runtimes as can be needed in Supply Chain operations.
Furthermore, as the workloads increase, applications can promptly scale ondemand to add more memory or processing power to ensure an optimal block
chain experience application. Supply Chain operations can now shift their
client-side code into a cloud system environment to leverage service
integration, internal confidential activities and services, cloud data and the
infrastructure capabilities. It will allow operations to be more productive and
highly available and flexible, achieving efficient and sustainable development
based on the analysis of real-time information shared by stakeholders and
connected devices in a Smart City Environment. IBM is seen as a leader in
blockchain, from recent surveys it is revealed that IBM is leading the way of
blockchain technology, with more than 40% of respondents raking it number
one. International customers are working with IBM to introduce Blockchain to
their businesses. These customers are currently testing out IBM’s blockchain
technology to help small/medium sized enterprises become more evident and
attract investment. Another result of working with IBM is that the customers
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can track and manage their paper trail from their global shipping process.
Another technology that is thriving is artificial intelligence, and in one way or
another can influence blockchain, taking into consideration scalability;
blockchain grows at a steady pace of megabytes per minutes, here is where AI
can introduce decentralized learning systems or new data sharing techniques to
make a more efficient system. Another relationship between Blockchain and AI
is their effectiveness with security, but AI makes an excellent ally for
blockchain to guarantee secure deployments of applications, specifically with
the given fixed structure of the systems.
Keywords: blockchain, supply chain, smarter cities, smarter contracts, IBM
Bluemix®, agile practices, artificial intelligence.

1

Introduction

The accomplishment of Smart services by Supply Chain Operations which are the
essential elements of a Smart City since they sustain the realization of urban
“intelligence” regarding people, industry, economy, governance, environment, mobility,
health and living. Smart services aim to improve the quality of life within a city and in
this respect to improve “livability” [1]. The types and purposes of Smart Services cannot
be predetermined since they are the outcome of innovation, which cannot be decided
either without the management of sensitive information that must be kept in log files on
an untrusted computer. Service, Supply Chain Operations and Manufacturing areas
embraced in investigating manufacturing for design, planning, control, and improvement
of services, including distribution operations. Inside the production line, topics include
the preparation of production, process design, projects, and personnel, capacity planning,
production control, resource planning, quality control, facility layout, materials
handling, and new product and process development. Within services, topics include
service system design and oversight, service quality, capacity planning, workforce
planning, and demand management. Supply chain operations include studies of
replenishment policies, inventory and logistics and distribution network design and
administration, purchasing, supply management and channel coordination [2, 4]. If an
attacker captures Supply Chain Operations data from a machine, it is imperative to
guarantee that they will gain little to no information from the log files and to limit their
ability to corrupt the log files.
For IBM, Supply Chain Operations are managed to service focusing on the margindevelop procedures and high-cost regions of our clients' value chains, including product
development, Supply Chain Planning, Procurement, and Logistics. We deliver valuebased, industry-oriented offerings that contribute to operational improvements and
financial gains as depicted in Fig. 1.
Our Clients value chains in a Smart City are frequently merge to an entity named
commerce that enables businesses to make Smarter-souring decisions in real time and
give their customers the best buying experience possible. We provide Smart Solutions
that help organizations deliver engaging customer experiences by intelligently
processing and fulfilling products orders most efficiently and profitably possible. For
instance, retailers, wholesalers, manufacturers and software developers today are
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challenged by Smart Commerce to meet the demands of empowered consumers; who
require advanced delivery methods such as “buy online and pick-up in store.” ECommerce is under increasing pressure to offer these flexible options across more
channels to meet their customer’s expectations and our client’s expectations becoming
Smart Business. Without Blockchain into the complete Supply Chain OperationsManagement, businesses are forced to make snap decisions based on the sensitive
information. Well known in the Informartion Technology field as granular data, resulting
in inefficient fulfillment processes, shipping methods, and inventory positions far along
as should be in a Smart City Environment being disadvantageous in the broadest
commerce industry as seen in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. IBM Supply Chain Management long established [5].

Fig. 2. IBM Commerce Supply Chain Operations in Smart Cities [6].
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Today, involved across the world are smart cities with the contribution of smart
solutions, developed by multidiscipline sciences, which vary from politics and
government, to health and education, or to construction and city facilities (water, heat,
energy, transportation) [7].
As a result, this compound smart city context has engaged almost all traditional
industries that require applying Blockchain in their Supply Chain Operations;
blockchain is mostly a database, an extensive network, known as a distributed ledger,
which allows any person with access to view and participates in the records ownership
and value. The system is updated and verified through consensus of all the parties
involved. When adding something it cannot be altered and if it looks valid to everyone,
the update is approved [8].
The Blockchain arises as an innovative tool which proves to be useful in some
application scenarios. Some large industrial players, such as IBM, Microsoft, Intel, and
NEC, are currently investing in exploiting the Blockchain to enrich their portfolio of
products. Some researchers and practitioners speculate that the Blockchain technology
can change the way we see some current online applications; though it is still early to
tell for sure, the Blockchain will fuel substantial changes to a large number of products
and will positively impact the digital experience of many individuals around the
world [9].
Regarding governance, the growth of smart cities is increasing the use of Information
and Communication Technologies (ICTs), that require ameliorating political
participation implement public policies or providing public sector services. By doing so,
traditional processes of governing do not seem to be appropriated to manage the cities,
and therefore new and innovative forms of governance are needed. Because it appears
to be clear that transforming public processes will only be achieved with better urban
management applying Blockchain to Supply Chain Operations to establish a new
governance model for smart cities named as “smart governance.” Consequently,
governments in smart cities are called to play a vital role in promoting and developing
smart cities, using efficient Supply Chain Operations to improve a Smart City
Environment [10].

2

Background

Throughout the centuries cryptosystems have been used by the military and by the
consular services. The nowadays widespread use of computer controlled communication
systems in industry or by civil services, often asks for special protection of the data using
cryptographic techniques. From the time when storage, and later data recovery, is viewed
as a transmission of this data in real-time, we shall always use the term transmission
when discussing a situation when information is stored and transmitted [11].
Security systems that protect privacy, secure electronic commerce transactions,
cryptography, do not directly prevent fraud. Instead, they detect attempts at fraud after
the fact, provide evidence of that fraud to convict the guilty in a court of law, and assume
that the legal system will provide a “back channel,” currently renowned as blockchain
to deter further attempts [12].
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Satoshi Nakamoto conceptualized the first blockchain in 2008 and implemented in
the following year as a critical element of the digital currency known as Bitcoin, where
it serves as the public ledger for all transactions [13].
Over the use of a peer-to-peer network and a distributed timestamping server, a
blockchain database can befall management autonomously.
The creation of the blockchain technology for Bitcoin made it the first digital currency
to solve the double spending problem. The Bitcoin scheme has been the inspiration for
other applications [14].
The blockchain is an essential topic in supply chain management research and
practice. For manufacturing companies like IBM, one of the most pressing challenges
associated with blockchain in supply chain management is that they typically do not
possess sufficient information on what is occurring in the compound supply chain
environment, as demonstrated by numerous incidents lacking blockchain. Using eight
in-depth case studies across four industries and elaborating on information processing
theory, we identify three forms of applying blockchain related uncertainty that each firm
faces in the supply chain. Refer to as supply chain uncertainty, source uncertainty, and
task uncertainty. The study displays that the extent to which these changes translate into
information processing needs depends on a newly identified boundary condition labeled
uncertainty intolerance. On the management of such information processing
requirements, previous research has pointed primarily at matching information
processing requirements with fitting information processing capacity and secondly at
mitigating information processing needs with corrective measures. In doing so, this
research exemplifies how applying blockchain in the supply chain management may
ultimately turn from an adjustment to a firm's daily business to a decisive factor for
shaping future supply chains.
Also, the study constitutes a nascent step to elevate information processing theory to
the supply chain level. It may contribute to establishing Blockchain in Supply chain
operations in Smart Services that a smart city can deliver: Smart Water, Smart Energy,
Smart Transportation, Smart Healthcare, Safety/Emergency, Education and Tourism,
Smart Waste Management, Smart Buildings, e-government and e-business supported by
IBM Bluemix services and implementing agile practices. In the software business, the
Agile movement has produced much discussion since its beginning at the 2001 meeting
in Snowbird, Utah. Although Agile methods have been applied quite widely in various
software development environments, the field of Blockchain in Supply Chain
Operations has not been seen in agile projects [15].

3

Theoretical Framework

The protection of classified information against unauthorized access or fraudulent
changes has been of prime concern throughout the times. Current communication
techniques, using computers connected through networks, make all data even more
vulnerable to these threats. Since its beginning in 2009, Bitcoin’s blockchain has fueled
innovation and some new applications, such as smart contracts, have been intended to
take advantage of the blockchain [16]. Further concerns have come up that were not
relevant beforehand, e.g., how to append a digital signature to a digital document in such
a manner that the signer cannot deny later that the paper was signed by him/her [17].
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Cryptology addresses the above issues. It is at the base of all information security.
The techniques engaged to this end have become increasingly mathematical of nature.
The study of cryptosystems, cryptology, can be subdivided into two regimens.
Cryptography deals with the design of cryptosystems, while cryptanalysis considers the
breaching of cryptosystems. These two aspects are closely related; when setting up a
cryptosystem the analysis of its security plays an important role [18].
A blockchain database contains two kinds of records: transactions and blocks. Blocks
held batches of hashed logical operations and encoded into a Merkle tree as depicted in
Fig. 3. Each block comprehends the hash of the previous block in the blockchain, linking
the two. Variants of this format were used previously, for example in Git, and it is not
by itself sufficient to qualify as a blockchain. The linked blocks form a chain; constant
process ratifies the integrity of the previous block, all the way back to the source block.
Division structures block into layers defined by protocols [19].
Some blockchains create a new block as rapidly as every five seconds. As blockchains
phase, they are sometimes separate blocks that can be validated concurrently, creating a
provisional fork. Now with a secure hash based history, all blockchains have a specified
algorithm for storing different versions of the history so that one selected with a higher
value over others. Unselect blocks for inclusion in the chain are called orphan
blocks [20].
Peers supporting the database do not have the same version of the history. Instead,
they keep the highest scoring version of the database that they currently know.
Each time a peer receives a higher scoring version, then generally the previous version
with a single new block added, is extended or it overwrites their database and retransmits
the enhancement to their peers. There is never an absolute assurance that any particular
entry will remain in the best version of the history always.

Fig. 3. An example of a Merkle tree [21].

But cause blockchains are characteristically built to sum the score of new blocks onto
old blocks, and there are motivations to only work on extending on new blocks instead
of overwriting old blocks. The possibility of an entry becoming superseded goes down
exponentially, built on top of it are more blocks, eventually becoming very small.
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For instance, in a blockchain using the proof-of-work system, the chain with the most
common proof-of-work is considered the valid one by the network all the time.
In practice, some methods can demonstrate a sufficient level of computation. Within
a blockchain, the calculation is carried out redundantly rather than in the traditional
segregated and parallel manner [22].

4

Methodology

For this endeavor, the tasks will be broken down into five process groups; initiating,
planning, executing, monitoring and controlling, and closing. In which we will apply
knowledge, tools, skills, and techniques to launch activities to meet the project’s
monitoring & controlling and closing phases [23]. Diving the activities within these
groups will give order to our project‘s research and will allow us to work on any
algorithm needed one stage at a time. For this project to be successful, we come across
the primary challenge of achieving all of the project goals within the given constraints.
Typically the critical restrictions are scope, time, quality and budget within the projects.
These will be our primary focus in the initiating and planning phases, as long as we
attend to these requirements in order and fashion, we should have a bright and smooth
start in our journey to implement this project. The secondary, and probably more
ambitious task is to optimize the assignments of all the essential contributions and apply
them to meet predefined objectives, which are set as milestones to acquire a
straightforward implementing of agile practices. The practices of continuous integration
and test-first programming appear to be practices that can make measurable
improvements in the quality and development time for software projects, focusing
in [15]:
−

Value individuals and interactions over processes and tools.

−

Value is working software over comprehensive documentation.

−

Value customer collaboration over contract negotiation.

−

Value is answering to change over following a plan.

Once we have our path set out, using the project management discipline, we will then
need to integrate the Blockchain technology in our supply chain system, for this
endeavor, we will work with the IBM Bluemix® platform. Defining IBM Bluemix® as
a cloud platform as a service (PaaS). It supports several programming languages and
services along with integrated Development Operations to build, run, deploy and
manage applications on the cloud. Bluemix® is founded on Cloud Foundry open
technology and runs on SoftLayer infrastructure; with Bluemix® we are working with
our ledger on the cloud platform, looking to offer solutions for this case study and drive
business value with services, applications, and infrastructure. With the cloud resources
at our disposition, it will be possible to bring together the data sources for this
environment, scale systems, and incorporate customized services to drive the business
results quickly and within the budget.
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5

Experimental Results

Smart Cities require efficient management of a vast number of monitored data regarding
processing, storing and analysis is an important matter to deal with for its large-scale
adoption in Supply Chain Operations. In a Smart City Environment, any industry is
entering a new era of safe and fast transactions with Blockchain technology.
Though they require a robust and scalable high-performance computing and massive
storage organization for real-time processing and storing of the data as well as analysis
(on-line and off-line), of the processed data under context using integrally complex
models to extract information from specific supply chain operations. The adoption of
blockchain can lead to performing more enterprise operations, letting the Supply Chain
be the turning point. We can see blockchain applied to all departments, and being offered
as a solution to the world.
A goal is to document and track all the activities of an average business day in the
supply chain, and build our case study; and eventually, apply the improvements
produced by the Blockchain technology. The results will be presented in different phases
as depicted in Fig. 4.
Adapting planning to business needs, supply chain operations and market situation
expectations change so rapidly that the preparation must be verified and modified on an
ongoing basis as is shown in Fig. 4, where development needs to be very reactive where
short-term goals change often.
Evolutionary development is something nobody can afford to spend months on, to
deliver complete applications. Quick time to supply chain is critical even with limited
functionality. Following the initial delivery, the Bluemix application goes through an
ongoing refinement to meet all required features and to satisfy continuous flow of the
supply chain operations requirements.
In the case of an early delivery, we need to advertise and deliver the new service very
quickly before competition enters the game. There will be a delivery as soon as there is
a Beta quality version. Even though it will not have the full set of functionalities, it will
let customers experience some of the benefits of the application and give a feel for what
is coming.

Fig. 4. Applying Blockchain to the supply chain operations [24].
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Continuous improvement, starting with the Beta Bluemix application, we need to
improve the use on an ongoing basis. Bi-weekly or monthly updates to the application
will be the goal. Implementation of the updates requires working in non-downtime
fashion for business continuity. It will allow for quick defect fixes and provides an
ongoing commitment to the supply chain operations.
A. Impact
To quicken the times of distribution and take advantage of the internet, to have faster
online services. These transactions would consist of orders and contracts, making them
available to all interested parties instantly and with a legal validity.
Also, this project will aim to impact the process cost, by cutting time in order
processing and reducing inventory space with better tracking and logistics that smart
cities prioritize establishing local economic growth and taking care of communities with
special needs (unemployment, youth, older adults, accessibility and young families).
Environmental protection and climate change follow, even if we consider that smart
water, smart energy, and smart buildings deal with the same issue. Cities smart
ecological performance needs to increase to achieve an urban sustainability vision.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

IBM’s teams will be interacting with one another, collaborating within the supply chain,
Bluemix®, and Blockchain, ironing out details, obtaining agreements, asking questions,
getting to know each other, and developing trust and bonds. To have face to face
interaction, nonetheless, taking into consideration that the most challenging task is still
when Supply Chain operations have a high dependence with overseas partners, adding
distiance and time barriers to the routin operations. In this new agile world, it is essential
to reduce transactions times, be more confidential than we used to have been in the past.
From experience learned from how to improve Supply Chain processes applying
Blockchain, we can too review and enhance Smart Cities services and procedures as the
primary contribution to the field.
This project is ambitious and complex to tackle, there is a lot of theory out there, and
very few companies that have successfully applied blockchain to their activities. The
project will be a significant challenge and will require identifying entire departments
within the Supply Chain process to start with the investigation and application of a case
study with project management discipline.
To migrate the supply chain transactions onto Bluemix, our cloud platform,
education, and skills will be an obligated requirement. Bluemix® is a fast-growing
Platform as a Service (PaaS), in the cloud environment. We will need to get onboard to
one of the most critical software development paradigm shifts in the subsequent eras.
Online courses offered at IBM, and in-person classes of the subject matter are available
nationally and internationally. By the end of the project’s research, we have to
demonstrate and understand why Bluemix is all we need to prototype, develop and
deploy our applications to the supply chain production environment.
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Which can be a natural focus on smart service standardization that will require
competitive standards and suggest technical specifications and guidelines for similar
solutions development.
Among the elements that these rules try to identify concern smart city services, which
conveys the products/services and components that can generate a smart city ecosystem,
such as smart transportation, smart water, smart energy, which are the most common
prioritize smart city areas.
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